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It has been a busy and very fulfilling 6 months as your Northwest Area Executive. What an honor it
is to serve the NWA in this capacity!
In January I had the privilege of attending the Pre Negotiation meetings in Dallas, TX. These meetings were a true testament of the amazing work that NASCOE does for its members. We had
many wonderful negotiation items submitted; the NWA did a fantastic job with submissions. We
thoroughly discussed the items presented and will be going to Washington, DC in March to discuss
these issues with management. NASCOE has worked very hard to build relationships with the national office, I very much look forward to seeing these discussions progress and am hoping for some
positive actions forthcoming.
While in Dallas we also discussed membership – how to gain/retain our membership and how to
better communicate with membership. Membership is the foundation of our organization and we
have got to do a better job of keeping everyone in the loop. We are looking for ways to reach out
to those that have not yet joined or have left for different reasons. As part of our communication
efforts all areas will be releasing Area Newsletters, we will utilize our member data base to keep
members up to speed on important issues, and the NASCOE President and VP have started to release videos while at meetings in order to keep members informed of what accomplishments
NASCOE is making. If you haven’t signed up for the data base please do so, it is a great way to stay
informed!!
Dillard Financial has offered their assistance in helping with a membership drive to increase our
membership. They will be providing $1000 and a roving trophy to the state that has the largest
increase in membership!! Who can’t use a $1000, and more members to boot?! This is a great
opportunity for states to vamp up their membership. If your state happens to utilize a NASCOE
jump team then you will not be eligible for this competition for that year. We have a couple states
that could truly benefit from this membership drive. If you have any questions please let me know
or check out the NASCOE website for more details.
That brings me to the next item of discussion – the NASCOE website. If you haven’t checked out
the new NASCOE website please do. The site has a different look as we are now a mobile friendly
site!! It may not appear that all the old information is on the site, but trust me – it’s there! If you
are on the site and can’t find what you are looking for please contact me and I will help you find it,
or will help get it on there if it is not. Another great tool with the site is the “follow” button. If you
already haven’t, please select to follow the NASCOE site. You will get an email notifying you that
something NEW has been posted or changed on the site. This is a great tool, especially with the
Program Submissions! Try it out!
In addition to the Pre Negotiation meeting, I had the privilege of attending the Idaho State Association (IASCOE) meeting over President’s weekend in Boise, ID, and most recently returned from the
NACS/NASE Zone A Meeting in Las Vegas, NV. These meetings were a great experience and I felt
that both provided great benefits to the associations and to FSA. I learned so much by attending
our “sister” (NACS/NASE) association’s meeting and when it all boils down, the fact of the matter
is – we are all FSA and we all care about the same thing, the employees and the producers we
serve! They could not have been more thrilled to have someone from NASCOE there to talk to
them and share what we have accomplished and what we are working on. I hope we can continue
to build our relationship with these associations and make our voice even stronger. I extend a huge
thank you to both the IASCOE association and to NACS and NASE for giving me the opportunity
to represent the NWA at their meetings.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Moving forward I look forward to the upcoming Negotiation Meeting binge held in Washington, DC the last week in
March as well as attending the South Dakota and Nebraska state conventions in April. And let’s not forget our All
West Rally to be held in San Diego March 12-14!! I look at these upcoming travels as a privilege to serve the NWA
and to be the voice for all of you that I care so deeply about. Please know that my door/email/cell phone is always
open to all the members of the NWA. I am here to serve you and if you have a concern or just need to get something
off your chest don’t hesitate to contact me.
I look forward to seeing all of you in my upcoming travels. Until then, stay safe and keep up the great work you do –
words cannot express the selfless, amazing job each and every one of you do day in and day out. Feel proud about the
difference you make and the mark you leave on this world. I will leave you with a quote I heard from Jim Radintz, Deputy Administrator for Farm Loan Programs, this past weekend, “We can make things happen, we can watch things happen, or we can ask what happened. Let’s be proactive and make things happen.” Go Team!!
Sincerely,
Jenae Prescott
NWA Executive
________________________________________________________________________________________________

PROGRAMS REPORT
Jennifer Dutton, Program Chair

Your NASCOE Programs Committee has really been working hard to enhance the effectiveness of the Programs Committee. The National Programs Chair was invited to the CRP National Trainings to gain a better
understanding of the programs and as well as effectively communicate problems and solutions to the National office. We have worked hard to establish long-term working relationships with all our program specialists in DC to aid in the Programs Committee’s mission.
Programs has several goals for the upcoming year to assist the County Office employees and FSA in becoming more user friendly and efficient.
Improve the submission process – when the process is more organized we are better able to track submissions and where they are in the process more easily. This allows employees to know what is happening with their submissions.
Review how program responses are posted to the website – A new numbering and topics system were
developed so that it will be easier to find responses and we’ve updated the website and how responses are posted. Additionally, the submitter is always notified by email of the outcome of their
submission.
Continue to work on submissions and get valid, timely and useful answers for the membership.
Programs has received 48 submissions this year, with 7 of those from the NWA. Please continue to send in
submissions, its one avenue to help improve our work situation, plus we are the hands-on experience and
can see what would work in our situations or make it easier for us to serve America’s agricultural producers.
Submissions can be made online at www.nascoe.org/forms-downloads/programs-submission/ or by contacting Rick Csutoras (National Programs Chair), Jennifer Dutton (NWA Programs Chair) or your State
Programs Chair. They all end up in the same place so just pick which way is the easiest for you!
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NWA PUBLICITY REPORT
Christy Randall, Chair

Greetings!
We are very excited to announce the 2016 NASCOE First Timer’s Contest.
Contest Overview
The First Timer’s Contest will award a $500 scholarship to an eligible NASCOE member from each area to
help defray the cost of attending the 2016 NASCOE Convention in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Applicants must
submit a one-page essay of 500 words or less explaining to the judging panel why they want to attend the
convention.
Eligibility
Applicants must be regular NASCOE members in good standing. Applicants must have never attended a
NASCOE national convention. Winners must attend the 2016 NASCOE Convention in Cedar Rapids, Iowa
and be present for all general sessions and the awards banquet. Failure to meet the attendance requirement
will result in forfeiture of the scholarship and a full refund of $500 will be required.
Entries
Essays must be submitted via email to nascoefirsttimers@gmail.com by April 1, 2016. Email subjects should
contain the applicant’s last name as well as their area (Example: Rater-SWA) and the essay should be attached as a Microsoft Word document or PDF. Also, all essays should include a heading including the applicant’s name, county office and state, and area.

Judging
The judging panel will consist of Area Publicity Chairs. However, Chairs will not be allowed to judge entries
from their respective area. Essays will be judged independently and scored on a scale from 1 to 20. Total
scores from each judge will be added together to obtain a composite score for each essay. The highest scoring essay from each area will be declared a scholarship winner. Ties will be broken by the National Publicity
Chair. Winners will be notified by May 15, 2016.
Scholarship and Recognition
Verification of hotel reservation and convention registration must be received by the National Publicity
Chair prior to distribution of scholarship funds, but no later than July 1, 2016. Scholarship recipients will be
recognized at the awards banquet.
Judging Panel
National Publicity Chair Kristal Rater kristal.rater@tx.usda.gov
Midwest Area Publicity Chair Teresa Holmquist teresa.holmquist@mn.usda.gov
Northeast Area Publicity Chair Tina Penley tina.penley@me.usda.gov
Northwest Area Publicity Chair Christy Randall christy.randall@id.usda.gov
Southeast Area Publicity Chair Megan Kennedy megan.kennedy@ga.usda.gov
Southwest Area Publicity Chair Carla Spencer carla.spencer@tx.usda.gov
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NWA NAFEC Report
Greg Chewakin, NWA NASCOE NAFEC Chair

The NASCOE NAFEC Committee has worked hard in assisting NAFEC in updating their informational documents and website, www.fsacountycommittees.org which is maintained by JM Marketing. The Committee is almost done with a database that will help NAFEC reach out to both
members and non-members for multiple purposes. One exciting thing the Committee and
NAFEC has accomplished is getting the Administrator to record a video addressing COC members. This video and NAFEC membership packet was sent out to all states and hopefully presented to all COC members during their reorganizational meeting and/or orientation training.
Go to the NAFEC web site to see this video and share with your COC!
The NAFEC Committee is asking each state to reach out to their SED to make sure NAFEC information is provided to
each COC member if not already being done in that state.
We also would like each State President to invite NAFEC and COC members in their state to their State Convention
or Annual Board meeting. We would also like names of NAFEC members who might be interested in being a Director
for their state. Those Directors can help disseminate important information to each member and also provide another
resource for any COC that needs assistance resolving an issue they may have. Names of potential Directors will be
sent to NAFEC for selection as a State Director.
Many of you are associate members of NAFEC and on behalf of NAFEC I would like to thank you for supporting the
COC system in this way. There is no better Government agency system to engage with tax payers than with the FSA
COC system. As you may know, the dues for NAFEC are very small however every member, regular or associate, is
much more valuable to FSA than you may think!
Respectfully submitted,

Greg Chewakin

NWA NASCOE NAFEC Chair
402-580-1399
gchewakin@gmail.com

________________________________________________________________________________
NWA NEGOTIATONS REPORT
Harold Boggs, Negotiations Chair

Greetings to the NWA states. As your negotiations consultant, I had the pleasure of attending the
2016 negotiation session held in Dallas, TX this past January. At the January session, NASCOE leadership reviews and discuss all items sent in from membership as possible negotiation items. By the
end of the day, NASCOE leadership has assigned items for the negotiation process, which will take
place in WDC March 28-31, 2016.
The core of NASCOE has been its ability to negotiate items successfully with management on behalf of its membership. I would like to encourage every NASCOE member to send in any item, big
or small, anytime of the year that they feel should be looked at and negotiated. Items can be sent
in via our national NASCOE web page or contact me directly. Updates to this years negotiated
items will come out sometime after our session with management in March.
It’s my pleasure to represent the NWA and NASCOE membership with the negotiation process.
Harold Boggs, Negotiations Chair
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NWA LEGISLATIVE REPORT
Linda Fegler, Northwest Area Legislative Chair

NW Area Legislative News Flash
Hunter Moorehead is a hit again….
January 16, 2016 details on the 2016 appropriation bill was shared with NASCOE
The below information details NASCOE’s legislative accomplishments
which are included in the fiscal year 2016 agriculture appropriations bill
and accompanying report. Our collective advocacy efforts have allowed
us to protect recent accomplishments and funding levels.
From a technical standpoint, the “bill” language below becomes actual public law. The House Report, Senate Report and Joint Explanatory statement provide direction to the Executive branch. The House and Senate
report language is approved unless specifically addressed by the Joint Explanatory Statement.

2015 Funding
$1.510 B

President’s
Budget
$1.498 B

2016 Funding
$1.510 B

Final vs President
+$11.936 M

Work pushing the PAC support remains strong we need every state to talk with
their boards to make sure they are PAC contributors and answer any questions
or get in touch with me and I can get the answers needed. Members look up to
the board and we need to set the example and have all board members PAC supporters.

Jackson Jones has enabled us to get a second PAC banner ordered so we can make
sure they are available at all Area rallies, thank you Jackson.
Respectfully submitted,
Linda Fegler, NW Area Legislation
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NWA MEMBERSHIP

Talking NASCOE Membership
When was the last time that you asked a fellow employee if they were a NASCOE Member? When you
have a new employee start with FSA, do you talk to them about NASCOE? If not, why not? Is it because
you are not proud to be a NASCOE Member? Or is it that you just don’t feel comfortable talking about the
association that you are a member of because you aren’t really sure of the reasons for being a NASCOE
Member?
Did you know that State Office Employees, County Committee Members, District Directors, Temporary
Employees and Retired Employees can all be Associate Members to NASCOE? Have you asked anyone from
these groups to be a NASCOE Associate Member?
Do you know that NASCOE has many objectives? A few of these objectives is to assure successful
operation of the Farm Service Agency. Which means that NASCOE is fighting to keep FSA operational so
that you can have a place to work. Another objective, to conserve and improve our soil resources. Doesn’t
it sound like that NASCOE is fighting to keep farming on healthy land? Additional objectives of NASCOE is
to secure equitable salaries, working conditions and retirement provisions. Um, sounds to me like NASCOE
cares that I make money, have a good place to work and can actually have something to live on when the
day comes that I decide to retire.
They sound like excellent reasons to talk to others about being a Member or an Associate Member of
NASCOE. They sound like simple, basic reasons why we should be explaining to every new employee why
they should be a NASCOE member. They sound like unprecedented, straightforward reasons why we all
should be proud of being NASCOE Members. They sound like direct, uncomplicated and familiar reasons
why we should be comfortable talking about NASCOE.
As a side note, if these basic objectives of NASCOE still are not enough reasons to be a member, then go to
the NASCOE.ORG webpage, click on Who is NASCOE, then NASCOE through the Years. This list is what
NASCOE has done for us as employees. Some of us have even been around for the past many decades and
can remember what it was like to work without all of the conditions that are available today because of
NASCOE fighting for us.
Talking NASCOE is not difficult. Don’t make it harder than what it needs to be. The simplest way to put it,
NASCOE CARES ABOUT YOU, ME AND THE FARMER!
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MICROSOFT HOME USE PROGRM (HUP)
The Microsoft Home Use Program (HUP) is a benefit of our Microsoft Enterprise Agreement that
allows eligible employees to obtain a licensed copy of certain Microsoft Office desktop programs. The HUP is available to USDA ITS and our customer agencies (FAS, FSA, NITC, NRCS
and RD) Federal employees only. Conservation District employees are not eligible for this program. An employee is only entitled to those products that are currently installed on their USDA
workstation, although the version offered may differ.
The complete HUP policy is posted on the following ITS Customer Web Portal: http://
www.ocionet.usda.gov/wps/portal/ocio/ocioportal/home/its/its_cp_main

Microsoft products available through HUP are limited to the following applications:





Microsoft Office
Microsoft Office for Mac
Microsoft Project
Microsoft Visio

Current versions are:
- Office Professional Plus 2016*
- Visio Professional 2016
- Project Professional 2016
These applications require Windows 7/8 or server 2008 R2/2012.
*Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2016 includes the following:









Microsoft Word 2016
Microsoft Excel 2016
Microsoft PowerPoint 2016
Microsoft Outlook 2016
Microsoft Access 2016
Microsoft Publisher 2016
Microsoft InfoPath 2016
Microsoft Lynx 2016

Employees do not need to uninstall Office 2010 programs when they upgrade to Office 2016; however, they should back up any of their critical data files prior to upgrade.
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MICROSOFT HOME USE PROGRM (HUP)
To apply for the HUP software click on the following website:
http://www.microsofthup.com/hupus/home.aspx?culture=en-US
The following webpage will be displayed. Enter your work email address and click on submit. The
program code is not required.

In a few minutes, an email, as shown below, from Microsoft HUP will appear in your outlook inbox. Follow the information in the email to complete the purchase of the software.
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JUST IN CASE THIS WASN’T ENOUGH…..

Dillard Financial is giving us something else to fight over!!
It’s the 2016 Membership Contest, and it goes something like this:
Dillard Financial Solutions, Inc., NASCOE’s Benefits Provider, is offering a special membership
drive for 2016 and beyond. The state with the highest increase in new members, including associate
membership, from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016 will receive a $1,000 award sponsored by Dillard
Financial Solutions, Inc. The state president will receive a plaque on behalf of his or her state association, presented by the NASCOE President at the National Convention. A traveling trophy will also
be presented to the state to have for a year. Each year the winning state will have their name engraved on the trophy. States are ineligible for the contest in any dues year in which they received a
NASCOE Jump Team assistance with their membership drive. Click on the link below to view an
example of how membership increase points will be calculated.

Good luck to all state associations – regardless of your chosen mascot!!
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MARCH DAY BRIGHTENER

Right now a moment
Of time is fleeting by!
Capture its reality…
Become that moment.
Paul Cezanne
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